The Big Challenge 2018
Level 3

What can you see in the picture?
Find the correct group of words.

shirt, plate, smile
kitchen, flower, table
window, arm, sofa
knife, hair, cap

Our flat is on the second …… of
this building.

stage
stair
stand
floor
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Jason is not very …… at chemistry.

interested
keen
good
interesting
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20 years after this London power
station stopped …… electricity, it
became the Tate Modern art
museum.

to produce
from producing
producing
for making
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The politician invited the whole
village to the meeting but only
twenty people …… up.

took
turned
ran
brought

This young man is …… .

sitting in an armchair
lying down
looking in a shop
window
standing on his bed

He is looking for a restaurant that
will …… to his door.

deliver a pizza
takeaway pizza
take a pizza up
bring out a pizza
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Find the list of words you can
associate with the picture.

glasses, T-shirt,
thumb
ruler, sofa, tablet
finger, Wi-Fi, carpet
hungry, menu, skirt

Find the right adjective to describe
the news in this article.

tragic
sad
great
exciting

What is the subject of the text?

A bakery has closed.
A popular shop is
going to close.
A hypermarket has just
opened.
A new shop is going to
open next Saturday.

What does the article tell us about
the Franklyns?

They are brother and
sister.
They don't like living in
this town.
Their shop is not very
well-known.
People like their
bread very much.

What is NOT one of the reasons for
the Franklyns' decision?

They don't have as
many customers as in
the past.
They can't sell bread
as cheaply as the
hypermarket.
They feel betrayed by
their customers.
At their age, they don't
want to work so hard.

This PE teacher is saying, “……
you …… your sports kit, Leo?”

Where did … forget
Why haven’t … got
Who did … give
When are … having
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…… many people at the swimming
pool yesterday?

Were there
Was it
Did it have
How
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It's 5 o'clock. The classroom is
empty because the students ……
home at 4 o'clock.

are going
went
have gone
left to

I …… scared of snakes …… the
first time I saw one.

have been … for
was … ever
am … since
have been … since
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Her first video …… 15,000 people
on YouTube!

was choosing for
is watched from
been liked by
was seen by
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When our teacher noticed the
smoke, she …… leave the
classroom as quickly as possible.

said that we
wanted everyone
told us to
will have to
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Philip, could you …… me my
glasses, please?

bring
carry
take
borrow

What does this picture show?

Thick fog.
Heavy traffic.
High clouds.
Large wings.

Choose a name for this “family” of
words: collar, tail, basket.

Shopping
Dogs
Clothes
Planes
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This sign means “…… the grass”.

Keep off
Walk out of
Go away from
Don't step
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Listen. What does this word rhyme
with?

own
soon
done
clown

Listen and complete the series.

though
coat
lawn
doll

Listen to the sentence. Which group
of words can you hear?

has never
ever written
no one of
them has ever

[AUDIO]

Sydney.
Edinburgh.
London.
Dublin.

[AUDIO]

John F. Kennedy.
George Washington.
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Abraham Lincoln.

[AUDIO]

Fish and chips.
Hot dogs.
Black taxis.
Aborigines.

[AUDIO]

Uncle Sam.
Colonel Sanders.
General Lee.
Captain America.
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[AUDIO]

Listen. What can you ask the
waiter?

“Can I have the bill,
please?”
“Is there any money
left?”
“May I check out?”
“Could you pay,
please?”

Listen. What can you say to Janet?

“You must break it.”
“You need a rest.”
“There is a pause.”
“Take your time.”

[AUDIO]

“It's a waste of time.”
“Quick, before they run
out.”
“You'll have to
hurry.”
“It won't last long.”

Listen. What can Mr Watson say to
explain the problem to his wife?

“This is a bad road.”
“I've taken the wrong
road.”
“We mustn't go home.”
“I miss our house.”

[AUDIO]

“... it'll soon be
over.”
“... it doesn't hurt very
much.”
“... there's nothing to
it.”
“... you can't help it.”

Listen. Who's the woman talking to?

A taxi driver.
A shop assistant.
Her husband.
A bus driver.
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[AUDIO]

Listen. What can you say about
Jim?

He has forgotten a
phone number.
He is at home at the
moment.
He is very near
Rachel's house.
He lives at number 25.

[AUDIO]

Listen. Stephanie understands the
problem and her call isn't important.
What can she say?

“OK. Hold on.”
“I don't care if you're
busy.”
“Never mind.”
“You're welcome.”

Listen. What can the boy say now?

“Can I have your
autograph, Adele?”
“I can see why. You
look just like her.”
“I knew I was right.”
“It's so exciting to meet
you.”

Listen. What is Sarah's problem?

She has got a hole in
her skirt.
She has cut her hand.
There's a stain on
her jeans.
She has damaged her
phone.

Listen to the conversation at the
train station. Which sentence is
true?

The woman's ticket
is going to cost £25.
It's 8.30 in the
morning.
The woman is going to
pay £18 to go to
Manchester.
The woman is going to
be late for her
appointment.

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Listen. The “ed” of this word sounds
like the “ed” of one of following
words. Which one?

listened
watched
washed
painted

The lamp …… in the post on
Tuesday doesn't work. Could you
change it, please?

that you've sent
that I was having
I got
which sent

The American national anthem is
called “……”.

Land Of The Free
The Star-Spangled
Banner
The Stars And Stripes
Lady Liberty

Listen. What is the man talking
about?

Tolls.
Allowances.
Fares.
Duty.

This is Rob's room. He only tidies it
…… . That means he almost never
tidies it!

every 31st of the
month
once in a blue moon
when the stars don't
shine
if money grows on
trees

